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Protect Our Liberation Campaigns 
 

Proposer: Alex Holmes, LGBTQ+ Officer 

Seconder: Nicholas Baker, Student Leader 

 

Council notes: 
1. The Black Students Campaign, Disabled Students Campaign, LGBT+ Students’ 

Campaign, Trans Students’ Campaign, and Women Students’ Campaigns are a vital 

part of the NUS and central to its policy making and campaigning for students. 

2. The NUS UK Board have proposed significant cuts to the liberation campaigns of the 

NUS and their full-time officers, whose work is vital to students across the country. 

3. That the NUS plan to defund the NUS Trans Campaign and the NUS Trans Officer.  

4. With racism and transphobia on the rise across the UK, it is vital more than ever that 

we protect the NUS Black Students’ Campaign and NUS Trans Campaign from cuts. 

And furthermore, that there is much more work to be done to achieve equality for 

Women, Disabled and LGBT+ students too. 

Council believes: 
1. That liberation is central to the work of the NUS and of Birkbeck Students’ Union and 

that it should continue to be put at the front and centre of what we do. 

2. That one of the key strengths of the Students’ Union at Birkbeck is that it has paid 

liberation sabbatical officers, who work to deal with issues faced by our students. 

3. It is vital for students that liberation is protected both at Birkbeck Students’ Union 

and on a national level at the National Union of Students. 

Council resolves: 
1. To enable our directly-elected liberation officers to do the vital work they do by 

ensuring that liberation officers hours are never cut, nor reduced or kept below that 

dictated by our policies, so that liberation is never relegated to the sidelines. 

2. To as soon as practicable, create and fund a new Trans Officer and Trans liberation 

campaign, on the same terms as the other liberation officers and campaigns. 

3. For the Students’ Union Executive Officers to write to the NUS leadership to ask that 

they re-think their plans to make significant cuts to liberation at the NUS and to 

respond to the NUS’ consultation on cuts to liberation campaigns. 


